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“Results with the Sublime 
procedure are so good 
that people ask if I have
had a face lift.”

Mother of two - age 45

Ask your healthcare 
provider today 

how you can benefit from
the SublimeTM 

non-invasive wrinkle 
treatment!
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Reverse the signs of
ageing limited downtime
Comfortably reverse the signs of ageing and
achieve a more youthful appearance with limited

downtime. elōs® is one of the first and only technology*

that uses combined energies to successfully
stimulate collagen production and improve your
overall skin quality in areas that are most telling
when it comes to age, such as the eyes, brow
lines, cheeks and around the neck.1-3

Advanced technologies
enhanced appearance
The combined bi-polar radiofrequency and light

energies of elōs® technology precisely heat the
dermal tissue, stimulating collagen production
within the target treatment area1-2. Fine wrinkles
are reduced, skin irregularities improved and
overall skin quality reveals a smoother
and more even complexion.

When can I expect to 
see results?
Most patients see gradual and cumulative
results throughout their Sublime treatment
series. The total number of required treatment
sessions depends on your skin’s condition. 

Is Sublime right for me?
elōs® technology can be a comfortable solution
for most skin types. Talk to your healthcare 
provider about what results you can expect with 
your treatment.

What can you expect
Sublime is a non-invasive treatment requiring 
almost no downtime1-2. Many patients return to 
normal activities immediately after the treatment. 
Cooling of the skin’s surface provides additional 
comfort.

Clinical Results
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Skin before Sublime 
treatment

Skin after Sublime 
treatment

*elōs Plus - CE Marked, 2001


